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ABSTRACT 

This essay discusses commedia dell 'arte, a theatre form with origins in about the middle 

of the sixteenth century 1, and focuses on its most significant elements: lazzi, masks and 

characters, acting technique, and set and staging. These elements were then be applied 

to the exemplar play in question, The Servant of Two Masters by Carlo Goldoni. This is 

not an authentic commedia play, as it is scripted, so it served merely as an illustration of 

the elements of commedia dell 'arte, rather than an example of com media. The research 

question for this essay is "What are the elements of Commedia dell 'Arte and how can / 

Goldoni s The Servant o[Two Masters serve as an illustration of their application?" 

The very first step of research was to discover the general aspects of com media dell 'arte 

and build up a knowledge of its historical background and origins. In the second phase 

of research, careful and detailed focus was put on the separate elements of com media in 

order to understand the specific underlying components of commedia. The history of 

and general information about The Servant of Two Masters was then researched in order 

to gain an overall picture and understanding of it. It was then read and analysed, in order 

to make the application, of the elements to the play, possible. 

T he conclusion states that the elements of commedia dell 'arte can be applied to The 

Servant of Two Masters in many ways , and that it was a useful tool in illustrating the 

application of the elements of commedia. The conclusion also discusses the limitations 

of using this play, as it is scripted and therefore "non-commedia dell'arte". The 

conclusion fUJtber discusses the main values of the play in thi s investigation, such as the 

lack of stage description and long monologues providing oppmtunites for Lazzi and 

improvisation. 

Word Count: 299 

1 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, Pi 
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What are the elements of Commedia dell' Arte and how can 
Goldoni's The Servant of Two Masters serve as an 

illustration of their application? 

Introduction 

Commedia dell 'Arte2 , an Italian theatre tradition established in the 1600s, has been the 

foundation of many types of modem comedy. It contains many elements, ranging from 

the use of masks to lazzi, which form the basis of the street culture that Commedia 

developed into. This investigation into Commedia details its elements, and explores 

their application within a play. Since Commedia was mostly improvised around certain 

lazzi where the action was rarely scripted or documented, it is difficult to illustrate the 

aspects of Commedia through an early and "authentic" commedia piece. It is for this 

reason that a later scripted piece from 1743 by Carlo Goldoni , The Servant of Two 

Masters, bas been used to help illustrate the application of the elements of Commedia 

Deli 'Arte. This play is purely used to illustrate the elements , and not to provide an 

example of commedia dell'arte, as it would not be a valid example. This essay attempts 

a discussion of Commedia dell ' Arte's traditions and elements, whilst applying them to 

Goldoni's The Servant of Two Masters, with full knowledge of its contrasting scripted 

nature. 

2 I wiU be using the terms 'commedia dell'arte' and 'commedia ' interchangeably to represent 
the original tradition of commedia dell 'arte. lt is not a reference to 'commedia sostenuta', (that 
wi ll be explicitly referred to) or modern day "Commedia". 
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Main Body 

Commedia dell'Arte was first seen in about the middle of the sixteenth century3 in Italy, 

and it spread with success to most of Europe, predominantly France, and ''lasted until 

about the second half of the eighteenth century"4. Allardyce Nicoli dates the origins of 

Commedia to "about the year 1550" 5 which is consistent with Giacomo Oreglia's 

writings, and Nicoll further confirms that Commedia "spread rapidly through almost all 

the countries of Europe, reaching even as far as Moscow[ ... ] ; for well over two centuries 

it endured as a potent force" 6• Nicoll states that it continued in Italy for "a further 

hundred and fifty years, and, during the course of its activity, left a strong mark 1 ... ] on 

some of the greatest playwtights of that era, [ ... 1 Shakespeare, Lope de Vega and 

Moliere." 7 

The nature of the travelling Conunedia troupes made the exact geographical ongms 

with in Italy difficult to find. T he same goes for the exact theatrical origins of commedia 

dell 'arte , which are not proven, but commedia experts speculate that it may have 

evolved from Latin theatre; Pierre Duchartre talks of the Commedia players being 

simi lar to "the schoenobates of Greece or thefunambuli of Rome" 8 , which were "other 

comedic pe1formance troupes 1 ... ] expressing their comedies through acrobatics" 9. 

There would have been subtle differences between ancient theatre and commedia: the 

role of women, the use of acrobatics, the favouring of comedy or tragedy, and possibly 

others. Italian comedy, however, split into two main types in the times of the 

Renaissance: commedia sostenuto (or commedia erudita) , a written style of comedy, and 

the more popularly known commedia dell'arte, the improvised style of comedy. 1t is 

fA.- L n&t'C.r:r. k~,..._ 

3 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Loven F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P1 

4 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Loven F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P1 

s Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia delrArte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P9 

s Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press. P9 

r Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P9 

e Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Ita lian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, P24 

a Hart, Jennifer. (2004) II Pazzia D 'lnnamorati: A Commedia dei/'Arte, B.S. Syracuse University, accessed 2nd August 
2011 
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then known that "the Commedia dell 'Arte and Sostenuta flourished side by side in Italy 

from the sixteenth century to the end of the seventeenth" IO. 

An example of a scripted pelformance, of commedia sostenuto, is Carlo Goldoni 's play 

The Servant of Two Masters, the play which is being used to apply and discuss the 

elements of commedia dell 'arte. Venetian playwright Carlo Goldoni 's play The Servant 

of Two Masters is a play in which the Commedia style is intrinsic in the characters, and 

in the plot development, but is itself not a "Commedia play". This play, written in 1743, 

was originally a request from Antonio Sacco, one of the very famous Arlecchino actors 

of hi s time11 , and the original copy had large sections which provided opportunities for 

improvisation . This was then revised into a even more scripted version '2, translated by 

Edward Joseph Dent, which is the one that 1 have cross-examined and analysed, and 

will use this as my exemplar for the application of the elements of commedia dell 'arte. 

Having discussed the history and origins of Commedia dell'Atte, and introduced Carlo 

Goldoni 's The Servant of Two Masters, the next section will examine the most 

significant of the numerous elements of commedia dell'arte. These are namely lazzi, 

acting technique, set and staging, masks and stock characters. 

Commedia dell 'Arte differed from commedia sostenuto in that it wasn't scripted, but the 

improvised comedy contained small fragments which had been learned beforehand. 

These fragments were cal led ' lazzi' and they could have been small speeches, learned 

and pelfected in order to be used when improvisation had become "stale". The word 

'lazzi' may have had its origins in "far azzi, or azi = azione = action"13, where it was 

used loosely to represent what we call 'stage business' today. Therefore, lazzi were more 

varied than words or speeches, and could sometimes have been a dance, mime, 

acrobatics , or even songs accompanied by musical instruments, such as the flute or the 

guitar. LA. Schwartz, P.h.D, states, " ltbey l were simply stage tricks designed to evoke 

10 Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P29 

" Wikipedia, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antonio_Sacco> on Antonio Sacco, accessed 2•d August 2011 

12 Project Gutenburg Canada. The Servant of Two Masters "E-Book", <hltp://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/goldonident
twomasters/goldonident-twomasters-00-h.html>, accessed 2nd August 2011 

1a Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P11 
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laughter and were altogether extraneous to the plot." 14 Barry Grantham supports 

Schwartz, adding that a lazzo "may have had nothing to do with the plot, nor have 

advanced the scene into which it was inserted." 15 Lazzi "served to keep the audience 

amused while the troupe took time for a breathing-spell" 16, and could also help the 

audience recognise attributes of before-seen characters. 

Documented versions of originallazzi are difficult to trace, as they were passed by word 

of mouth and, with each performance, small aspects were altered. However, the most 

famous are documented , and the "traditional Arlecchino Lazzo ends with him catching 

and eating La] 'fly ' 17, where "Harlequin would [ ... ] catch a fly on the wing and munch it 

with great gusto" 18 • This would serve to amuse the audience and allow the actor to 

prepare a new line of improvisation after the fragment of learned comedy, as weJl as 

highlight the characteristics of Arlecchino; here, that he seemed always to be hungry for 

any kind of food. 

In The Servant of Two Masters, Goldoni writes occasional long monologues, providing 

the actor with an opportunity to improvise or deliver /azzi. The best example of this is in 

Act I Scene II where Truffaldino has a large soliloquy where he is discussing how 

hungry he is, and how impatient be has become. This provides an opportunity to 

perform one of the famous "Arlecchino" lazzi. There is another example of this 

opportunity in Act II Scene l where the character of "II Dettore", or Dr. Lombardi , 

delivers a long monologue aimed at Pantalone, where the opportunity for explored 

improvisation, and freedom with lazzi, is given. 

Another vital aspect of commedia dell 'arte is the use of masks, and how these masks are 

inseparable with the stock characters of Commedia. The characters of Commedia "wore 

light masks made of thin leather, pliable and quite closefitting." 19 (see Figure 1.1, page 

14 Schwartz, I.A., P.h.D. (1933) The Commedia deii'Arte and Its Influence on French Comedy. New York, Institute of 
French Studies, P10 

1s Grantham, Barry. (2006) Commedia Plays: Scenarios Scripts Lazzi. London, Nick Hern, P209 

16 Ouchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P37 

11 Grantham, Barry. (2006) Commedia Plays: Scenarios Scripts Lazzi. London, Nick Hern, P214 

16 Duchartre , Pierre Louis. (1 929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd. 
P36 

19 Schwartz, I.A., P.h.O. (1 933) The Commedia deii'Arte and Its Influence on French Comedy. New York, Institute of 
French Studies, P14 
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Figure 1.1 

Nose and wrinkles 
in face very 
characteristic of 
the character 
Pantalone 

Half-face masks 
vety popular in 
orderfor better 
rojection of voice, 

and illustration of 
actor~ own facial 
expressions 
(mouth). Some 
masks were also 
with filii-face cover 

Source: Georgetown Tobacco's Website, (2004-2009) <hHps://www.gHobacco.com/secure/default.asp>, 

from their original and antique masks collection, Washington, Brown Pantalone Mask <hHps://www.gHobacco.com/ 
securelitemimages/MASK-66B-08747.jpg>, accessed 25th October 2011 

Annotations are my own 

9) . The Commedia masks were made of "thin leather lined with linen. The corners were 

moistened"2° which made it more easily malleable to facial expressions. One intention 

of these masks was to give characters their own unique persona, and each 'stock 

character' had a different mask, in order to be recognised by the audience, and so that 

any actor could play a specific character. The masks provided a 'familiar face' to the 

audience, and helped them recognise the character. I.A. Schwartz states that "people in 

general prefer the well -known 1 ... 1 role L ... l played a thousand times to a new face and 

personality to which they must grow accustomed. The mask, then , is one of tbe best and 

simplest means of giving [ ... 1 permanency to a favourite character"21, which also 

provided Commedia with a set of ' stock characters' that were in every performance. 

20 Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P49 

21 Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P41 
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Regardless of the material they were made of, or the intentions of the masks, they 

possessed limitations. Firstly, there was a " limitation of facial expression" 22 due to the 

covering of half, or even more, of the face , which led to the need to focus on body 

movement. Schwartz argues this is a value, "!bodies arel endowed with an infinite 

number of theatrical possibilities."2.1 It is also true to say that " if an actor had not 

mastered the trick of ' playing the mask', it would be an insurmountable obstacle to him 

and deprive him of all mobility of facial expression" 24, linking back to my discussion 

about acting technique , where the actors had to have been in harmony. Here, a very 

important phrase is used by Duchartre, " playing the mask", which is not only literally 

the use of a physical mask, but also means immersing oneself in a character, showing 

how inextricably linked the masks and the stock characters are. 

Not all directors were in favour of Cornrnedia masks, and Carlo Goldoni, author of The 

Servant of Two Masters is quoted by Pierre Louis Duchartre in "The Italian Comedy" as 

having said the following in his novel of "Memoirs": 

"The mask always intetferes immeasurably with the actor's pe1formance, 

whether he be interpreting joy or sorrow. Whether he be wooing, or ranting, 

or clowning, he always has the same ' leather' face. He may gesticulate and 

change hi s tone as often as he will, he can never communicate by the 

expression of his face the passions that rend his souJ."25 

This quote shows that although actors always used masks for certain characters in 

commedia dell'arte, Goldoni 's The Servant of Two Masters is not an example of pure 

commedia. Although very difficult to illustrate the use of masks using The Servant of / 

Two Masters due to this di screpancy, the 'stock characters' are still extremely important 

to di scuss after having illustrated the uses of the masks that make the characters who 

they are. 

These stock characters, or ' masks', had individual characteristics, which were based 

upon social status, gender, financial status, mood, relationships and intelligence. 

22 Schwartz, I.A., P.h.D. (1933) The Commedia dei/'Arte and Its Influence on French Comedy. New York, Institute of 
French Studies, P14 

23 Schwartz, I.A., P.h.O. (1933) The Commedia deii'Arte and Its Influence on French Comedy. New York, Institute of 
French Studies, P14 

24 Ouchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P42 

2s Ouchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
PP46·48 
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Explained below are three characters that are most relevant to the play in question, but it 

must be noted that these are far from the entirety of the 'cast' of stock characters of 

Commedia. 

The most popuJar of all the characters was the character of 'Arlecchino' or 'Harlequin', 

and his status was of the 'second Zanni' , zanni meaning "servants". His origin was the 

ItaJian city of Bergamo, a city less prosperous than many others in ItaJy. Zanni " played 

the role of servant or confidante to a principal character, but their main function was to 

amuse." 26 This character has historicaJJy undergone many changes but eventually 

became known as "a lazy-bones but also a busybody, a mixture of cunning and 

ingenuousness, of awkwardness and grace." 27 His costume is a white suit with colomful 

diamond patches on it, and the mask given to Arlecchino was always black in colour 

(see Figure 1.2 Annotation I , Page 13), "had a snub nose, two hollow cheeks and two 

little boles for the eyes."28 He often carried a bag, a wooden sword , and occasionally 

wore a "felt cap".29 This character was the most agile, and needed to present various 

different acrobatics in many different situations. 

Truffaldino3° is the centraJ character to the plot and he displays aU of Arlecch.ino's most 

famous features and characteristics as the source of the comedy. In Act I Scene IT he is 

discussing how hungry he is, when he finds himself accepting another master in order to 

double his pay and secure more food. He finds himself in difficul t situations when he 

mistakes one master for the other, and says things to himself such as "If I get through 

thi s business clean 'twill be a miracle" 31 , which would provide both comedy and 

suspense for the audience. 

2s Schwartz, LA. , P.h.D. (1933) The Commedia deii'Arte and Its Influence on French Comedy. New York, Institute of 
French Studies, P19 

21 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, 
PP56·57 

28 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, 
PP57-58 

29 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P57 

30 Brockett, Oscar G; Ball, Robert J. (2000) Plays for the Theatre: A Drama Anthology [Seventh Edition]. Texas, Harcourt 
Brace & Company, P1 56 

a1 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant oflwo Masters, originally II servitore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act I Scene II 
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Another of the main characters in The Servant of Two Masters is 'Pantalone', and thi s 

stock character is known as the ' first old man'. This popular character is of Venetian 

origin, and varies from being bankrupt, "Pantalon dei Bisognosi", to being very rich, 

where he would have been known as ' II Magnifico'. His characteristics include being: 

"wily yet rash; slanderous and quarrel some, subject to sudden explosions of fury [ ... 1, he 

can even pose as 1 ... ] kindly and benevolent l ... ], his bark worse than his bite."32 The 

costume is mostly red, where he wears a "woollen cap, [ ... ]jacket and 1 ... ] long, tight 

breeches".33 He wears a black robe and a half-mask, where the features protrude in a 

bony shape, the eyebrows and nose is predominant on the mask, and the nose itself is 

curved (see Figure 1.1, Page 9). He often displays a long pointed beard and/or 

moustaches, and wears a purse, and a sword or dagger. 

In The Servant of Two Masters, Pantalone can be both demanding and benevolent, as 

the characteristics of the stock character dictate. Pantalone shows his authority with 

phrases such as "I have given my word and I am not to be cozened"34 , and yet shows 

his kind sides in lines such as "I am happy to know you, sir, and to see you here."35 The 

characteristic sudden outburst of energy can clearly be seen in Act I Scene l of The 

Servant of Two Masters where Pantalone does not believe Truffaldino's story, and says 

"Be off to Bedlam, my lad; that's the place for you"36showing his initial doubt, and "If 

you say more I' II break your head"37, showing his outburst of fury. Carlo Go I doni states / 

about Pantalone that "This character is in itself comical, but, if not supported by 

interesting and agreeable situations, extremely apt to become wearisome" 38 . This shows 

that even though the character of Pantalone was popuJar, he needed the right 

circumstances to be comical . 

32 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P78 

33 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P80 

34 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II seryjtore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act I Scene Ill 

35 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, o riginally II servjtore dj due padroni Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act Ill Scene IV 

36 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II servitore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act I Scene I 

37 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II servitore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act I Scene I 

38 Goldoni, Carlo. (1787, 1926) Memoirs of Carlo Go/doni, translated by John Black, London, Alfred A. Knopf Inc, P261 
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The next imp01tant characters of The Servant of Two Masters are the sets of lovers, or 

the popular 'inamorati' of Commedia. They were often young, attractive, and wore no 

masks so that their handsome faces were shown to the public39 . They wore very elegant 

clothing (see Figure 1.2 Annotation 2, Page 13), that of the upper classes of the time, 

and they were often from Tuscany. Their speech was elegant, and they paid particular 

attention to the soft delivery of lines in declaring their love for one another. They often 

' ' "'' .. ' ' ' · .. . . ,, ,,., ..... . ... ,. ' " ' ' I f) ' '•, ,. ,, .. ''"'" MHr.' 
f/11' I \f-1(1 ·~~ '.4 .,.,, ,,.,_.,, 

~"""-'-'~: Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, P42 
Annotations are my own 

went through a myriad of emotions in one play, which added to the comic nature of 

these characters. They could go from loving each other to hating each other, they would 

part and rejoin. Carlo Goldoni writes in his "Memoirs": 

"A woman who is in love one moment, and no longer so the next, who utters 

maxims, and who is inflamed with a passion quite the reverse of her first 

way of thinking, forms a proper subject for comedy." 40 

At the close of each play it was very likely that the lovers would get man·ied , despite 

their differences throughout the play. 

39 Brockett, Oscar G; Ball, Robert J. (2000) Plays for the Theatre: A Drama Anthology [Seventh Edition]. Texas, Harcourt 
Brace & Company, P156 

40 Goldoni, Carlo. (1787, 1926) Memoirs of Carlo Go/doni, translated by John Black. London, Alfred A. Knopf Inc, P261 
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Another vital aspect of Commedia is the acting technique, and the large presence of 

established acrobatic lau.i seems to indicate that movement was a significant part of the 

technique in Commedia. In "The italian Comedy" , Pierre Louis Duchartre refers to 

Charles Sorel, a French writer (c.l599-1674), as having said: 

"Because they make a strong point of gesture and represent many things 

through action, even those who do not understand their language cannot fail 

to understand the subjects of the piece."4t 

This seems to indicate that the actions in commedia dell 'arte were more important than 

the words, and explains why Commedia could be understood by all Italian audiences, 

despite the differences in dialect. However, Allardyce Nicoll does not support this idea, 

and states in "The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia dell'Arte" 

that: 

"This comedy was based on a combination of language and action , not on 

pantomime alone. Often those who, in our own times, make an attempt to 

describe commedia dell'arte pe1formances tend to stress the movements 

of the actors and to insist upon their purely physical tricks; yet this is a 

false view."42 

Nicoll agrees that wordplay was essential for its success, and states "we find that much 

even of the farcical business, where we should expect action alone, is in fact based on 

words."43 Both aspects of Commedia should ultimately be given equal imp01tance as 

they are the foundations of the comedy. 

An example from The Servant of Two Masters where words are more important than 

actions is in Act Ill Scene ll where Pantalone and Dr Lombardi are greeting each other 

with vicious words, such as "plague take you"44 and "pox on you" 45, where the feeling 

ls hostile. Pantalone even says in an aside "1 should like to give him a good doctoring 

41 Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) Tile Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P22 

42 Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P16 

43 Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P17 

44 Goldoni, Carlo. (17 45, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II servilore dj due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act Ill Scene I 

45 Goldoni, Carlo. (17 45, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II servjtore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act Ill Scene I 
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with my fists" 46 which shows that even in Commedia, actions can be portrayed through 

words. However, Comrnedia does place a great deal of emphasis on acrobatics and 

physical movements. This can be seen in Act II Scene J, the most action-filled scene of 

the play, where Beatrice and Silvio have a sword figh~7. Although the play relies 

heavily on wordplay and quick remarks, actions are equally as significant. 

Whichever aspect is considered the more important, it can be agreed that actors in 

Commedia troupes would always need to be skil led in both. Not only did the actors 

have to be skilled physically, but they also needed to be able to support the other 

characters through improvisation. The "director of the company, who was known as the 

maestro or the choragus"48 would recount the main plot to the actors before the play. 

Nicoll supports Oreglia by stating that "the director 1 ... ] proceeds to go through the plot, 

[ .. . 1 making sure that business and dialogue will be properly harmonised" 49 just before 

the performance begins, and that "of rehearsals, in the present-day sense of the term , 

there seem to have been none." 5° The same seems to be true for what we know today as 

a "script", or a written version of the events of the performance, and the closest thing 

that any Commedia performance had to a script would have been "the scenario or 

'can.ovaccio ' (canvas)" 5 1 which is described in plain terms here: 

" ... a schematic description. of the performance; it gives a list of the 

characters and of the 'props' required, the division into acts and, [. .. ] the 

entries and exits of the characters"52. 

There was, however, always a central plot line to each Commedia performance which 

the actors were expected to memorise just before the performance. They were then able 

to deliver their own character 'lazzi ', but had to be sensitive to the appropriate times for 

these, and any additional improvisation could not lead the plot astray. Allardyce Nicoll 

makes it very clear in "The World of Harlequin " that comedy is different from 

47 Goldoni, Carlo. (1745, 1928) The Servant of Two Masters, originally II seryjtore di due padroni. Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, Act II Scene I 

48 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P12 

49 Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P124 

so Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P1 24 

51 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia de/I'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ud, P18 

52 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Lovett F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P18 
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'buffoonery ' and that "the comedian produces laughter as the sauce to his skilful 

speeches; the stupid buffoon makes it the be-all and end-all of his display" s3, which 

shows that the actors of Commedia had to be conscious of the opinions of different 

audiences. Actors also had to know their colleagues well, and know not to push 

improvisation too far with his own character, an aspect conveyed in the phrases: "every 

actor must remember that, when a second player enters, he should at once give him 

place" 54 and "a good improvisator had to practise [ ... 1 self-abnegation and refrain from 

indulging his own conceit or overplaying his part to the detriment of other roles" 55. This 

shows that acting technique in commedia is very focused around the improvisational 

element, as it is the foundation of the action. This makes it very difficult to apply the 

theory of the Commedia acting technique to a scripted play such as The Servant of Two 

Masters, because it does not allow for as much flexibility with improvisation as would 

an unscripted "skeleton" plot line, or scenario. 

Another important aspect of commedia dell 'arte is the set and staging. This is relevant 

to the scope of this essay because The Servant of Two Masters has very little in terms of / 

stage description , showing Goldoni's wish for it to be Commedia-styled in terms of set. 

Commedia sta1ted out extremely simplistic when it came to set, staging and backdrops. 

Travelling troupes could not rely on fi.nding any form of actual theatre during their 

travels, and they therefore "carried 1 ... 1 with them a [ ... ] portable stage structure 1 ... ] 

housed in a a cart 1 .•. ] with the curtains, drops , costumes, and other properties." 56 The 

stage itself often consisted of "a painted backdrop or two houses facing one another 

across the stage" 57, providing the scene in which the entire performance was set. Over 

time, staging evolved to include a backstage by suspending a large drop-cwtain 

between two poles, dividing the stage into two unequal sections58, and entrances and 

53 Nicoll, Allardyce. (1 963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P15 

54 Nicoll, Allardyce. (1963) The World of Harlequin; a Critical Study of the Commedia deii'Arte. Cambridge, Cambridge 
University Press, P18 

ss Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P30 

ss Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 
P57 

57 Oreglia, Giacomo. (1968) The Commedia deii'Arte, translated by Loven F. Edwards. London, Methuen & Co Ltd, P12 

sa Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd. 
P58 
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exits were created by "two or three slits cut in the canvas." 59 In The Servant of Two 

Masters, the action takes place in three different areas. Carlo Goldoni writes in his 

"Memoirs": 

''The action of my comedies was always confined to the same town; [ ... ]the 

characters never departed from it. [ ... ]All these places were within the same 

walls and I f ... 1 am [ .. . 1 of opinion , that in this manner the unity of place was 

sufficiently observed ."60 

These three sets are Pantalone 's house , Brighella's Inn, and scenes that take place out on 

the street. This would make the set design easy for this play, as it would be in keeping 

with the traditional commedia dell'arte style of using simple backdrops and rostra. 

59 Duchartre, Pierre Louis. (1 929) The Italian Comedy, translated by Randolph T. Weaver. London, Harrap & Co Ltd, 

P58 

oo Goldoni, Carlo. (1787, 1926) Memoirs of Carlo Go/doni, translated by John Black. London, Alfred A. Knopf Inc, P243 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, the performance elements of commedia dell 'arte are improvisational and 

physical in nature, providing the foundation for the original comic theatre commedia 

dell'arte was. These performance elements of commedia dell'arte can be applied to The 

Servant of Two Masters in many ways , even when acknowledging its scripted "non

commedia dell'arte" nature. It can be seen as a development of Commedia, as Goldonl 

wrote this play almost a century after commedia dell 'arte was first seen on Italy's 

streets. However, the play was quite successful in showing the application of the 

elements of commedia dell'arte , and it proved to be a useful tool in this investigation . 

Its main assets were the lack of set description allowing for direct commedia 

application , the dialogue between the characters being a perfect example of traditional 

characteristics, and opportune speeches being apt to the application of acting technique 

and di scussion of lazz.i. However, its inherent flaw in the illustration of Commedia was 

its scripted nature, as it is not a recognised traditional commedia play. 

The original path of the essay was to apply the elements of Commedia to a "commedia

styled" play, but the process of investigation into the background of The Servant of Two 

Masters along with the analysis of it, led me away from this path.. T he original 

hypothesis of this essay, that the elements would be seamlessly applied to the play, was 

configured as this play can in fact only be seen as a development of Commedia, not an 

example of it. It therefore provides this essay with the limitation of not being an 

absolute direct application of commedia elements, but rather a representation of them. 

However, the greatest value of thi s configured path of investigation was that it was more 

of a challenge, and provided me with more material to analyse and discuss. 

An unexplored area of research that seized my interest is the acquisition of audio or 

visual material relating to early recorded perf01mances of commedia as this means being 

able to look at the evolution of commedia. This historical progress and development 

could provide me with another interesting angle from which to analyse the play, and I 

would be able to compare and contrast with the original established elements of 

commedia dell'arte. 
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In conclusion, Commedia dell'Arte is a theatre form that has had an effect on many 

different genres and playwrights, having "spuned on Moliere's genius, and left not even 

Shakespeare untouched"61, and this essay has been an illuminating investigation into 

commedia dell'arte and Carlo Goldoni 's The Servant of Two Masters. 

s~,~,; 1-€' ..l'<:.d ... ,.;4 ,. ,nu~R .. J!-- d.s·t....~LSJ/<:"1>, 

~ 1 11 e.c ~ J_~noh/ -1~~;1_ 
·ct c. ·a~7/.!t< J 19?' ,-c_e 4c. 4 I' d~- , 

s1 Smith, Winifred, P.h.D. (1912) The Commedia deii'Arte; A Study in Italian Popular Comedy. New York, The Columbia 
University Press, P239 
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